
Memphis Bar-B-Q 

The Golden Pub takes pride in bringing you authentic Southern Barbeque cooked in the Memphis tradition. The Golden Pub takes pride in bringing you authentic Southern Barbeque cooked in the Memphis tradition. The Golden Pub takes pride in bringing you authentic Southern Barbeque cooked in the Memphis tradition. The Golden Pub takes pride in bringing you authentic Southern Barbeque cooked in the Memphis tradition. 

The finest quality meats are slowly smoked two to ten hours over hot HickoryThe finest quality meats are slowly smoked two to ten hours over hot HickoryThe finest quality meats are slowly smoked two to ten hours over hot HickoryThe finest quality meats are slowly smoked two to ten hours over hot Hickory    coals in a huge oven built coals in a huge oven built coals in a huge oven built coals in a huge oven built 

especially for the Golden Pub. To enhance this barbeque flavor and seal in the juices, each cut of meat is especially for the Golden Pub. To enhance this barbeque flavor and seal in the juices, each cut of meat is especially for the Golden Pub. To enhance this barbeque flavor and seal in the juices, each cut of meat is especially for the Golden Pub. To enhance this barbeque flavor and seal in the juices, each cut of meat is 

basted with a prize winning, special Barbasted with a prize winning, special Barbasted with a prize winning, special Barbasted with a prize winning, special Bar----BBBB----Q sauce Q sauce Q sauce Q sauce ––––    the sweet, tangy, spicy (but not too hot!) taste of the the sweet, tangy, spicy (but not too hot!) taste of the the sweet, tangy, spicy (but not too hot!) taste of the the sweet, tangy, spicy (but not too hot!) taste of the 

old South. Sold South. Sold South. Sold South. Similarly, special care has been taken to recreate traditional barbeque accompaniments. We hope imilarly, special care has been taken to recreate traditional barbeque accompaniments. We hope imilarly, special care has been taken to recreate traditional barbeque accompaniments. We hope imilarly, special care has been taken to recreate traditional barbeque accompaniments. We hope 

that our commitment to quality and authenticity will provide you with an unequalled barbeque experience that our commitment to quality and authenticity will provide you with an unequalled barbeque experience that our commitment to quality and authenticity will provide you with an unequalled barbeque experience that our commitment to quality and authenticity will provide you with an unequalled barbeque experience 

that up to now could only be found in Memphis.that up to now could only be found in Memphis.that up to now could only be found in Memphis.that up to now could only be found in Memphis.    

Memphis Bar-B-Q Sandwich  6.95 

Memphis’ best kept secret! Juicy, lean barbequed shoulder, smoked 8 to 10 hours, hand trimmed, heaped on a toasted bun, 

then topped with slaw and our secret Bar-B-Q sauce. 

Bar-B-Q Platter    13.25 

Hand trimmed, juicy lean barbequed shoulder, slow smoked 8 to 10 hours, piled high and topped with our secret Bar-B-Q 

sauce. Served with a crock of Bar-B-Q Beans and Cole slaw 

Bar-B-Q Chicken    12.95 

½ of a plump two pounder, smoked for several hours and continually basted with our secret Bar-B-Q sauce for the most tender 

and flavorful chicken you’ve ever tasted. Served with a crock of Bar-B-Q beans and Cole slaw 

Bar-B-Q Ribs Regular 16.95  Rib Killer 21.75  

The best ribs outside of Memphis, specially cut and extra meaty. Served with Bar-B-Q beans and Cole slaw 

CHOOSE  Traditional style -- slow smoked for hours and basted with our secret Bar-B-Q sauce to keep 

them moist and juicy 

OR   Memphis Style – Slow smoked for hours, basted with a special marinade and then sprinkled 

with a mixture of rare, dry seasonings. 

Bar-B-Q Sampler    18.25 

Taste it all! Barbequed shoulder, chicken and ribs. Served with Bar-B-Q beans and Cole slaw 

Trimmings 

Bar-B-Q Beans   1.95 

Tender beans, slow cooked in our secret Bar-B-Q sauce with bits of shoulder meat to give these beans the flavor of the old 

South. 

Cole Slaw    1.95 

Made with tangy dressing and rare seasonings 

Onion Ring Loaf  ½ loaf 3.95 full loaf 4.95 

Our specialty – a mountain of homemade, crispy onion rings, served in a loaf 


